It is well established that cancer development ensues based on reciprocal interactions between genomically altered neoplastic cells and diverse populations of recruited "host" cells co-opted to support malignant progression. Among the host cells recruited into tumor microenvironments, several subtypes of myeloid cells, including macrophages, monocytes, dendritic cells, and granulocytes contribute to tumor development by providing tumor-promoting factors as well as a spectrum of molecules that suppress cytotoxic activities of T lymphocytes. Based on compelling preclinical data revealing that inhibition of critical myeloid-based programs leads to tumor suppression, novel immune-based therapies and approaches are now entering the clinic for evaluation. This review discusses mechanisms underlying protumorigenic programming of myeloid cells and discusses how targeting of these has potential to attenuate solid tumor progression via the induction and of mobilization CD8 + cytotoxic T cell immunity.
T he tumor microenvironment (TME) regulates all aspects of tumorigenesis via complex paracrine signaling programs involving initiated and/or frankly neoplastic cells, soluble and insoluble components of extracellular matrix, and resident and recruited "host" cells, where the contributions of immune cells to TMEs are now well appreciated. 1 Utilizing a variety of methodologies to define immune cell complexity and functionality in combination with immune-competent mouse models of cancer development, we now understand that cancer-associated inflammation is sculpted by tissue and TMEs. This process, while representing a fundamental hallmark of cancer, 2 does not represent a generic process. Instead, both the complexity and functional bioactivities of immune cell types differ within a tumor (with advancing progression) and between different tumor types. 3 While myeloid cells are generally the most abundant immune cells in murine solid tumors, 4 human tumors differ considerably in that lymphocytes are often more prevalent. 3, 5 However, most tumors are endowed with cellular and molecular mechanisms to functionally repress productive antitumor T cell responses. Thus, identifying functionally significant targets to ameliorate these repressive mechanisms may translate into effective therapeutic strategies for treatment.
The TME: Role of Myeloid Cells Diverse subsets of immune cells populate solid tumor TMEs. Myeloid cells, including macrophages, dendritic cells (DCs), neutrophils, monocytes, and granulocytes, dynamically regulate tumor growth and progression. 3, 6, 7 Macrophages and/or monocytes are generally the most populous of myeloid lineage cells in developing solid tumors and play important roles in regulating both protumor and antitumor immune responses. [8] [9] [10] Simply contextualized, macrophages found within TMEs represent a spectrum of variably polarized phenotypes existing within the M1/M2 paradigm. 11 Although it is important to recognize that macrophage polarization is a dynamic process continually shaped by local signals, in general, immune-stimulatory macrophages variably express T H 1-type mediators, including nitric oxide, interleukin 12 (IL-12) and interferon γ (IFN-γ), whereas immunesuppressive and protumorigenic macrophages tend to reflect a more T H 2-skewed phenotype expressing IL-10, IL-13, IL-4, proangiogenic growth factors, and transforming growth factor β. 8, 12, 13 Similar to tumor-promoting macrophages, tumor-associated monocytes, neutrophils, and DCs also exist within a spectrum of phenotypes encompassing both tumor-promoting and tumorsuppressive functionality. [14] [15] [16] [17] Further stratifying these subsets, the presence of mature DCs in a number of solid tumors correlates with favorable clinical outcomes, likely owing to crosspresentation capabilities and increased immunogenicity. 18, 19 Targeted therapies aimed at repolarizing/programming TMEs to favor T H 1 effector pathways have now entered the clinic and are at the forefront of modern clinical cancer research. Because myeloid cells orchestrate much of their protumorigenic biology in concert with select lymphocyte populations, 20 this review explores aspects of myeloid-lymphocyte interaction to better understand how myeloid-based targeted therapy may be beneficial in mitigating immune-suppressive TMEs to instead foster cytotoxic T cell activities.
Macrophages, Malignancy, and Response to Therapy
Macrophages populate TMEs, and although not absolute, poor patient prognosis has been correlated with increased macrophage presence in breast, uterine, liver, and bladder carcinoma. 4, 21 Conversely, favorable prognosis has been associated with increased macrophage infiltration in non-small cell lung cancer, prostate, colorectal, and gastric cancers. 21, 22 Whether these distinctions reflect true differences in macrophage biology or conversely arise because of discordant detection techniques is unclear. In breast cancers (BCs), multiple studies have reported that macrophage presence in stroma correlates with aggressive disease 23 and outcome. 24, 25 Macrophages are recruited into tumors following activation of colony-stimulating factor-1 receptor (CSF-1R) by either CSF-1 or IL-34, two high-affinity ligands for CSF-1R. 26 In addition, there is evidence indicating that the chemokine CCL2 also plays a role in macrophage recruitment. 27, 28 Notably, a CSF-1-response gene expression signature has been identified in 17% to 25% of BCs associated with decreased expression of estrogen receptor and progesterone receptor. 29 In addition, in two independent BC cohorts, a correlation between intratumoral macrophage presence and specific tumor features (high grade, hormone receptor negativity, basal-like subtype, and increased risk of death) has been observed. 25 Perhaps unsurprisingly, serum concentrations of CSF-1 correlate positively with tumor size and predict poor survival in women with BC. 30 Activation of CSF-1R modulates a number of biological programs regulated by macrophages including angiogenesis, lymphogenesis, matrix remodeling, and fibrosis. 8, 9 Importantly, early studies from the Pollard laboratory revealed a critical role for macrophages in also regulating mammary cancer metastasis, 31 thus providing biological rationale for targeting macrophages to minimize late-stage disease progression. To test this hypothesis, we evaluated the use of CSF-1 neutralizing monoclonal antibodies (αCSF-1) and small molecule CSF-1R inhibitors to suppress macrophage survival and/or presence in mammary tumors in combination with chemotherapy or radiation therapy. Results from these studies revealed reduced primary tumor growth, 85% reduction in pulmonary metastases, and increased overall survival in mice receiving combination therapy. 24, [32] [33] [34] Furthermore, increased chemosensitivity and radiation sensitivity using combined therapy were associated with induction of antitumor immune responses and CD8 + T cell infiltration of tumors. 24, 32, 33 A role for macrophage signaling protein acting through its transmembrane receptor kinase, RON, in BC has also been elucidated wherein activation of RON in macrophages regulates tumor growth, angiogenesis, and metastasis by favoring conversion of micrometastatic lesions to overt metastases by suppressing antitumor immune responses. Blockade of RON potentiates tumor-specific CD8 + T cell responses indicating that RON inhibitors may improve outcomes for BC patients. [35] [36] [37] Collectively, these findings highlight an exciting opportunity: Therapies that reduce presence or immunosuppressive status of macrophages by blocking CSF-1/CSF-1R or macrophage signaling protein/RON signaling may trigger antitumor immunity to suppress tumor growth when administered in combination with cytotoxic therapies. Additional support for this approach comes from preclinical studies where macrophage targeting improved outcomes as monotherapy or in combination with cytotoxic therapy in glioma, 38 prostate, 39 and pancreas cancer. [40] [41] [42] Colony-stimulating factor-1 receptor blockade also improved antitumor efficacy of immune checkpoint blockade therapies in pancreatic cancer 43 as well as adoptive T cell therapy in melanoma. 44 Importantly, administration of RG7155, a monoclonal antibody inhibiting CSF-1R activation, to patients with diffuse-type giant cell tumors reduced CSF-1R + CD163 + macrophages and translated into clinical objective responses. 45 Because acquired resistance to cytotoxic therapies remains a significant and common clinical issue in oncology, the possibility of reversing this process is extremely attractive, and in contrast to reports of increased metastasis following CCL2-blockade, 46 targeted inhibition of CSF-1/CSF-1R signaling does not appear to drive adverse rebound tumor growth.
While targeting macrophages with CSF-1R or RON antagonists represents a significant therapeutic opportunity, they are unlikely to be effective for all macrophage-rich tumors. As we have reported, 5 individual tumors vary with respect to their balance of immune-suppressive versus immune-stimulatory cells. Thus, understanding immune contexture represents a major goal for these approaches going forward. We reported that human BCs vary with respect to proportions of CD68 + macrophages, CD4 + and CD8 + T cells wherein ratios correlate with overall survival, progressionfree survival, and pathologic complete response to therapy with the most significant stratification in HER2 + and basal/triplenegative disease. 24, 32 Thus, patients with high proportions of CD8 + T cells exhibit improved overall and progression-free survival over tumors with high CD68 + macrophages and CD4 + T cells. 24 Similar results have been reported for esophageal cancers where high densities of macrophages correlate with poor response to chemotherapy. 47 Immunohistochemical analyses evaluating immune contexture have emerged as a significant integrating concept to understand tumors. 48 However, complete characterization of immune complexity requires single cell-level quantitation of multiple epitopes. 5 As such, quantitative Immunoscore identification has emerged as a powerful prognostic tool to evaluate tumors and predict response to therapy. 49 Indeed, a recent meta-analysis revealed that increased CD8 + T cell tumor infiltration is a strong prognostic factor predicting disease-free and overall survival for various solid tumors including melanoma, breast, bladder, pancreatic, lung, head and neck, and ovarian carcinoma. 50 These data, in combination with the fact that macrophage infiltration of solid tumors is often associated with poor prognosis 19 and that macrophages also play a role in inhibiting cytotoxic T cell functions, 24, 51 emphasize the importance of myeloid-lymphocyte interactions in cancer.
Functional Roles for DCs
Tumor-associated DCs can be directly impacted by factors secreted by neoplastic cells that render these professional antigenpresenting cells immature and refractory to stimulation via mechanisms linked to IL-10. 52, 53 Similar to macrophages, DCs represent a target for developing immunotherapeutic strategies because of their ability to elicit potent T cell responses directed at tumor antigens. 52, 54 For example, exogenous stimulation of dectin 1, an innate immune receptor on DCs associated with T H 1 polarization, successfully reprogrammed tumor-infiltrating DCs and inhibited tumor progression in a humanized mouse model of BC. 14 In this model, DC-derived transforming growth factor β led to homing and expansion of mucosal CD103 + T cells resulting in stimulation of T cell-mediated antitumor immunity. 14 Indeed, engagement of CD103 + cytotoxic T lymphocytes with tumor cell expression of E-cadherin is linked to antitumor lytic function of T cells. 55 Generation of tumor-specific T cells relies on the ability of mature DCs to cross-present tumor antigens. 52 Recent studies revealed that a sparse population of CD103 + tumor-associated DCs were significant cytotoxic T lymphocyte stimulators in a murine model of mammary carcinoma and were essential for controlling T cellmediated tumor regression in a murine EG7.1 thymoma model. 19 Perhaps most importantly, FLT3 ligand-expressing B16 melanoma drove expansion of rare CD103 + cells, revealing potential for targeted therapy to enhance therapeutic immunity against cancer. 19 Supporting the significance of CD103 + DCs in tumors, we reported that IL-4-activated macrophages express high levels of IL-10, which directly suppresses IL-12 production by intratumoral DCs, DC maturation, antigen cross presentation, and CD8 + T cell functionality. 32 Therapeutic blockade of CSF-1/CSF-1R 24, 32, 34 improved response to chemotherapy and radiation therapy and was associated with expansion of mature CD103 + DCs in tumor stroma by IL-12 and CD8 + T cell-dependent mechanisms. 32 The importance of this population is further reinforced by the fact that an increased mRNA ratio of CD103 + to CD103 − is associated with increased overall survival across all human cancers. 19 However, contrary to the antitumor role of this rare population of mature DCs, a protumorigenic role for mature DCs in promoting cancer progression has also been reported. Studies from Aspord and colleagues revealed a novel mechanism whereby BC directs DC function to promote protumor polarization of IL-13-secreting CD4 + T cells. 56 
Neutrophils and T Cells
Neutrophil abundance in solid tumors predicts poor survival in patients with various solid tumor types, including BC 57,58 and head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). 59 Although typically not as abundant as macrophages, neutrophils are present in TMEs and are important in orchestrating T cell responses. 60 For example, although neutrophils can function as antigen-presenting cells to stimulate T cell immunity, 61 degranulation results in the release of factors that suppress ex vivo T cell function. 62 Using a de novo murine model of spontaneous mammary cancer metastasis, Coffelt and colleagues recently revealed that IL-1β elicits IL-17 expression from γδ T cells, resulting in systemic, granulocyte CSF (G-CSF)-dependent expansion and polarization of neutrophils in mice bearing mammary tumors. 63 These tumor-associated neutrophils acquired the ability to suppress cytotoxic T lymphocytes and therefore facilitated establishment of metastases. Although neutralization of IL-17 and granulocyte CSF, G-CSF or depletion of γδ T cells did not influence primary tumor progression, these therapeutic strategies prevented neutrophil accumulation, minimized T cell suppression, and were associated with reduced metastatic burden. 63 These data indicate that biological targeting of this axis may represent a novel strategy to limit latestage disease. Similarly, protumorigenic and immunosuppressive properties have been attributed to various populations of immature myeloid-derived cells (reviewed elsewhere). 64 Taken together, these data collectively reveal that strategies to bolster T cellmediated antitumor immunity can be achieved by targeting protumorigenic myeloid-based pathways acting to functionally suppress immunogenic T cell responses. Importantly, a number of the molecular mediators described above are targetable and provide an opportunity for therapeutic intervention.
A Role for Eosinophils Emerges
Conventionally, eosinophils are mediators of the innate immune response with important roles in wound repair and resolution of parasitic infection. 65 Eosinophils, like monocytes and macrophages, are cytotoxic immune effector cells present within TMEs and play divergent roles in cancer progression. There is emerging evidence that tumor-associated tissue eosinophilia is associated with improved prognosis for a number of malignancies including gastrointestinal cancers 66 , bladder 67 and prostate carcinomas. 68 Conversely, the presence of tumor-associated tissue eosinophilia in Hodgkin lymphoma, 69 cervical carcinoma, 70 and oral SCC 71 is associated with poor outcome. The root of this discordance may be the fact that, like macrophages, eosinophils exist in variably polarized states and produce T H 1-and T H 2-type factors, 72 and thus, evaluating their presence without also knowing the complexity of the TME diminishes predictive value. 73 The mechanisms attributed to the tumoricidal properties of eosinophils have not been extensively investigated. Traditionally, degranulation and release of cytotoxic proteins have been proposed as a method by which eosinophils mediate tumor rejection. 74, 75 However, the importance of eosinophils in regulating both the innate and adaptive immune response, 75 coupled with the importance of myeloid-lymphocyte crosstalk in mediating cancer progression, provides support for studying the role of eosinophils in regulating cancer progression. 65 Indeed, it was recently reported that tumor-associated eosinophils mediate cancer rejection via orchestrating tumor-specific CD8 + T cell infiltration. In addition to recruiting lymphocytes, eosinophils contribute to tumor stasis by normalizing tumor vasculature and repolarizing macrophages toward an M1 phenotype. 73 Therapeutic targets promoting generation of T H 1-like tumor-homing eosinophils may therefore be a novel immunotherapeutic strategy to bolster CD8 + T cell-mediated tumor cytotoxicity.
Lymphocyte-Directed Myeloid Programming

CD4 + T Cells and Myeloid Cells
The association between CD4 + T cell populations and cancer progression is less definitive as there are reports of both beneficial and poor clinical outcomes associated with CD4 + T cell infiltration, even within the same solid tumor type. 50 These divergent phenotypes are likely a result of the unique lineage heterogeneity of CD4 + T cells imparting different effects on tumor growth in context-and tissue-dependent manners. 76 Whereas T H 1-polarized CD4 + cells aid in orchestration of antitumor responses by enhancing cytotoxicity of CD8 + T cells and macrophages, 77 T H 2-polarized CD4 + T cells function to suppress cell-mediated antitumor immunity, thereby promoting cancer development. 33 CD4 + T cells heavily infiltrate BCs 5 and express IFN-γ and type 2 cytokines, IL-4 and IL-13, in response to DC-derived factors. 56, 78 In this context, IL-4/IL-13-expressing CD4 + T cells promote metastasis of mammary carcinomas by activating protumor and T H 2 properties of macrophages and monocytes 79 by cathepsin-dependent mechanisms. 80, 81 Therapeutic blockade of either IL-4 or IL-13 significantly improved response to chemotherapy and radiation therapy by minimizing macrophage T H 2-effector functions, resulting in CD8 + T cell-dependent antitumor immunity. 33 On the other hand, therapeutic efficacy of extracorporeal photochemotherapy involves CD4 + T cell-induced secretion of monocyte-derived IL-8. 82 In addition to fostering T cell chemotaxis, IL-8 suppresses CD4 + T cell-derived IL-4, 83 thus indicating that cross-talk between CD4 + T cells and myeloid cells can modulate humoral versus cell-mediated responses. Moreover, cell-tocell contact between activated CD4 + T cells and blood-derived monocytes inhibits monocyte-derived IL-12 release, thereby leading to impaired T H 1 responses. 84 Together, these data reveal that CD4 + lymphocytes are capable of influencing myeloid cells and that this cross-talk can either promote or quell programs contributing to malignancy.
B Cell and Humoral Regulation of Myeloid-Associated Protumorigenic Programs
As a component of the adaptive immune system, B cells have traditionally been recognized for their role in immunoglobulin (Ig) production, cytokine release, and antigen presentation. Indeed, contributions of B cells to solid tumor progression have only recently begun to be investigated. 85, 86 Interestingly, a 1993 study, which sought to investigate the role of B cells in suppression of transplantation immunity, revealed that tumor growth in B celldeficient mice was slowed. 87 Later, murine studies using anti-IgM-mediated partial B-cell depletion revealed a role for B cells in colon carcinoma and metastasis, although the mechanism by which B cells contributed to malignancy remained obscure. 88 A more complete understanding of the mechanisms involved in B cell-mediated carcinogenesis was revealed using mouse models of SCC development wherein genetic deficiency of B lymphocytes slowed malignant progression and limited recruitment of myeloid cells. 89, 90 Importantly, adoptive transfer of educated B cells or serum from tumor-prone mice into B and T cell-deficient mice restored characteristics of myeloid cell inflammation and reestablished malignancy, thereby revealing an important role for B cells and their soluble mediators in SCC development. 89, 90 Indeed, B cell-derived circulating IgGs activate Ig receptors (FcγR) on resident and recruited myeloid cells and promote T H 2-like properties. 91 B cells promoting tumor development have similarly been identified in melanoma 92 as well as prostate cancer. 93, 94 The notion that an effective immunotherapy would act to repolarize immune cell contributions of TMEs toward T H 1-like phenotypes is enticing and presents an exciting opportunity to investigate targeted, combinatorial therapies. Importantly, therapies impacting B cells may also have a significant role in solid tumors. Indeed, recent studies in preclinical mouse cancer models have revealed efficacy of B cell depletion as either monotherapy 93, 95 or in combination with cytotoxic therapy 96 by mechanisms involving reprogramming myeloid cells toward T H 1-effector phenotypes and bolstering CD8 + T cell-dependent responses.
The concept that T cells become T H 1 polarized in the absence of B cells is well documented, 97-99 although a mechanism through which this occurs in the context of tumor immunity requires further elucidation. In vitro tumor cell challenge via coculture with splenic cells from B cell-deficient versus B cell-proficient mice revealed that IFN-γ release from CD8 + and natural killer cells was increased when B cells were absent, whereas presence of B cells or B cell-derived IL-10 was associated with reduced IFN-γ. 97 Although these in vitro studies indicate a direct effect for B cells in directing T cell responses, the role of myeloid cells as mediators of these responses is now clear 91, 96 and indicates that therapies targeting common pathways in B cells and/or myeloid cells, such as spleen tyrosine kinase, Bruton tyrosine kinase (Btk), or phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) may be efficacious in solid tumors. 85 Indeed, targeted inhibition of Btk, using a small molecule inhibitor, 100 although an effective therapy for several B cell malignancies, [101] [102] [103] [104] has also been reported to provide a survival advantage in mouse models of de novo pancreatic adenocarcinoma 105 and neuroendocrine cancer, 106 as well as in several subcutaneous tumor models 107 where a common feature is reduced inflammation and inflammatory desmoplasia, and evidence of macrophage repolarization. 108 The δ isoform of PI3K (PI3Kδ) is an attractive target for hematologic malignancies with the specific inhibitor idelalisib showing clinical benefit for patients with relapsed/refractory chronic lymphocytic leukemia 109 and lymphoma. 110 The restricted expression of PI3Kδ to immune cells 111 renders this enzyme an appealing target for immunotherapy as compared with use of pan-PI3K inhibitors, which may elicit nonspecific and undesirable effects. Whether PI3Kδ plays a role in solid tumor malignancy remains to be definitively established, but syngeneic models of mammary carcinoma, Lewis lung carcinoma, melanoma, thymoma, and pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma revealed that genetic inactivation of PI3Kδ yielded reduction of tumor burden and metastases associated with suppression of T-regulatory function and increased CD8 + T cell-mediated immunity. 112 Given that the PI3Kγ isoform is trophic for myeloid cells and regulates their effector functions in tumors, 113 it will be interesting to reveal how targeted blockade of individual or multiple PI3K enzymes translates to solid tumor therapy. 
Looking Forward to Myeloid-Targeted Therapies
There is now overwhelming evidence to support the notion that therapeutic targeting of critical myeloid-based molecules impacts solid tumor progression and may provide survival benefits in the clinic (Fig. 1 ). Whether these approaches will be efficacious as monotherapies or instead will require combinatorial approaches remains unclear (Table 1 ). Based on the experimental data at hand, it seems reasonable to anticipate that combinatorial approaches will be more efficacious, especially considering the fact that antigens are released by dying tumor cells following cytotoxic therapy 114, 115 and could be critical for intratumoral antigen presentation to CD8 + T cells for durable tumor repression. Given that some myeloid-targeted approaches (e.g., CSF-1 blockade) elicit distinct effects dependent on tumor type, an important aspect to be considered as these approaches enter the clinic is to not only identify tumor types likely to respond, but also identify stratification biomarkers for patient selection so as to enroll patients most likely to benefit. In so far as targeting microenvironmental pathways is concerned, much can be learned from historic approaches targeting TME components; protease inhibitors entered the clinic with compelling preclinical data but failed to demonstrate efficacy, largely owing to lack of tissue/tumor-type selectivity or validated biomarker assessments to guide their use. 116 And while angiogenesis inhibitors have seen some positive responses leading to limited Food and Drug Administration approval, these are limited to select tumor types and not broadly efficacious. [117] [118] [119] Other significant issues that must be addressed with myeloidbased approaches involve timing and duration of therapy. Neoadjuvant versus adjuvant responses may be quite distinct because primary tumor responses are different when compared with responses of metastatic tumors. Given that immune responses vary based on organ-specific rules hardwired into tissues to regulate acute versus chronic inflammation and control autoimmune pathology, 3 it is imperative to determine the optimal approach for administration of these myeloid-based therapies to elicit maximum clinical benefit. Because several of these agents are now undergoing clinical evaluation, 120 these are significant issues to be addressed if successful deployment of these approaches is to be achieved going forward.
The recent clinical successes of immune checkpoint inhibitors, including ipilimumab (targeting cytotoxic T-lymphocyteassociated protein 4), nivolumab, and pembrolizumab (targeting the programmed death-1 pathways), for treatment of melanoma and non-small cell lung cancer establish immunotherapy as tangible therapeutic approaches. [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] A major issue to be resolved is to determine if myeloid-based therapeutics will be efficacious as monotherapies or will instead require combination with standardof-care cytotoxics or checkpoint inhibitors. This endeavor will reveal which scenario results in durable long-term responses that will significantly improve the lives of patients with cancer over the available therapeutic options.
